I18n Update Catalan translation of Messages.properties from 1.4.1 to 1.5.1

Tags to be translated

browse.page-title = Browsing DSpace
browse.et-al = et al
browse.type.metadata.author = Author
browse.type.metadata.subject = Subject
browse.type.item.title = Title
browse.type.item.dateissued = Issue Date
browse.type.item.dateaccessioned = Submit Date
browse.nav.jump = Jump to:
browse.nav.enter = or enter first few letters:
browse.nav.go = Go!
browse.nav.date.jump = Jump to a point in the index:
browse.nav.month = (Choose month)
browse.nav.year = (Choose year)
browse.nav.type-year = Or type in a year:
browse.full.header = Browsing {0} by
browse.full.sort-by = Sort by:
browse.full.order = In order:
browse.full.rpp = Results/Page
browse.full.range = Showing results [0] to [1] of [2]
browse.full.prev = < previous
browse.full.next = next >
browse.full.etal = Authors/Record:
browse.full.etal.unlimited = All
browse.single.header = Browsing {0} by
browse.single.order = Order:
browse.single.rpp = Results/Page
browse.single.range = Showing results [0] to [1] of [2]
browse.single.prev = < previous
browse.single.next = next >
browse.no-results.col = There are no entries in the index for Collection "(0)".
browse.no-results.com = There are no entries in the index for Community "(0)".
browse.no-results.genericScope = There are no entries in the index for "All of DSpace".
browse.no-results.title = No Entries in Index
browse.menu.author = Author
browse.menu.subject = Subject
browse.menu.title = Title
browse.menu.dateissued = Issue Date
browse.menu.dateaccessioned = Submit Date
browse.sort-by.title = title
browse.sort-by.dateissued = issue date
browse.sort-by.dateaccessioned = submit date
browse.order.asc = Ascending
browse.order.desc = Descending
help.collection-admin = /help/collection-admin.html
help.index = /help/index.html
help.site-admin = /help/site-admin.html
help.formats = /help/formats.jsp
itemlist.dc.contributor.* = Author(s)
itemlist.dc.contributor.author = Author(s)
itemlist.dc.creator = Author(s)
itemlist.dc.date.defense = Defense Date
itemlist.dc.date.issued = Issue Date
itemlist.dc.title = Title
itemlist.dc.type = Type
itemlist.dc.type.* = Type
itemlist.dc.type.course = Course
itemlist.dc.type.degree = Degree
itemlist.et-al = et al
itemlist.thumbnail = Preview
jsp.browse.items-by-subject.heading1 = Items for Subject
jsp.browse.items-by-subject.return = Return to Browse by Subject
jsp.browse.items-by-subject.show = Showing [0] items.
jsp.browse.items-by-subject.sort1 = Sorting by Title
jsp.browse.items-by-subject.sort2 = Sort by Date
jsp.browse.items-by-subject.sort3 = Sort by Title
jsp.browse.items-by-subject.sort4 = Sorting by Date
jsp.browse.items-by-subject.title = Items for Subject
jsp.browse.subject.enter = or enter first few letters:
jsp.browse.subject.jump = Jump to:
jsp.browse.subject.show = Showing subjects [0]-[1] of [2].
jsp.browse.subject.title = Browse by Subject
jsp.collection-home.feeds = RSS Feeds
jsp.community-home.feeds = RSS Feeds
jsp.controlledvocabulary.controlledvocabulary.clearbutton = Clear
jsp.controlledvocabulary.controlledvocabulary.closebutton = Close
jsp.controlledvocabulary.controlledvocabulary.filter = Filter:
jsp.controlledvocabulary.controlledvocabulary.help-link = (Help on Subject Categories...)
org.dspace.checker.ResultsLogger.user-format-description = User format description
org.dspace.checker.SimpleReporterImpl.bitstream-id = Bitstream Id
org.dspace.checker.SimpleReporterImpl.bitstream-not-found-report = The following is a BITSTREAM NOT FOUND report for
org.dspace.checker.SimpleReporterImpl.bitstream-will-no-longer-be-processed = The following is a BITSTREAM WILL NO LONGER BE PROCESSED report for
org.dspace.checker.SimpleReporterImpl.check-id = Check Id
org.dspace.checker.SimpleReporterImpl.checksum = Checksum
org.dspace.checker.SimpleReporterImpl.checksum-algorithm = Checksum Algorithm
org.dspace.checker.SimpleReporterImpl.checksum-calculated = Checksum Calculated
org.dspace.checker.SimpleReporterImpl.checksum-did-not-match = The following is a CHECKSUM DID NOT MATCH report for
org.dspace.checker.SimpleReporterImpl.checksum-expected = Checksum Expected
org.dspace.checker.SimpleReporterImpl.date-range-to = to
org.dspace.checker.SimpleReporterImpl.deleted = Deleted
org.dspace.checker.SimpleReporterImpl.deleted-bitstream-intro = The following is a BITSTREAM SET DELETED report for
org.dspace.checker.SimpleReporterImpl.description = Description
org.dspace.checker.SimpleReporterImpl.format-id = Format Id
org.dspace.checker.SimpleReporterImpl.howto-add-unchecked-bitstreams = To add these bitstreams to be checked run the checksum checker with the -u option
org.dspace.checker.SimpleReporterImpl.internal-id = Internal Id
org.dspace.checker.SimpleReporterImpl.name = Name
org.dspace.checker.SimpleReporterImpl.no-bitstreams-changed = There were no bitstreams found with changed checksums
org.dspace.checker.SimpleReporterImpl.no-bitstreams-to-delete = There were NO bitstreams found to be set as deleted today
org.dspace.checker.SimpleReporterImpl.no-bitstreams-to-no-longer-be-processed = There were no bitstreams set to no longer be processed
org.dspace.checker.SimpleReporterImpl.no-changed-bitstreams = There were no bitstreams found with changed checksums
org.dspace.checker.SimpleReporterImpl.no-unchekced-bitstreams = There are no bitstreams that are not checked by the checker
org.dspace.checker.SimpleReporterImpl.process-end-date = Process End Date
org.dspace.checker.SimpleReporterImpl.process-start-date = Process Start Date
org.dspace.checker.SimpleReporterImpl.result = Result
org.dspace.checker.SimpleReporterImpl.size = Size
org.dspace.checker.SimpleReporterImpl.source = Source
org.dspace.checker.SimpleReporterImpl.store-number = Store Number
org.dspace.checker.SimpleReporterImpl.unchecked-bitstream-report = The following is a UN-CHECKED BITSTREAM REPORT report for
org.dspace.content.Collection.untitled = Untitled
org.dspace.content.Community.untitled = Untitled
org.dspace.eperson.LDAPAuthentication.title = Enter LDAP Netid and Password
org.dspace.eperson.PasswordAuthentication.title = Enter DSpace Username and Password
org.dspace.eperson.X509Authentication.title = Enter DSpace using Web Certificate
org.dspace.eperson.Subscribe.authors = Authors:
org.dspace.eperson.Subscribe.id = ID:
org.dspace.eperson.Subscribe.new-items = New Items:
org.dspace.eperson.Subscribe.title = Title:
org.dspace.workflow.WorkflowManager.step1 = It requires reviewing.
org.dspace.workflow.WorkflowManager.step2 = The submission must be checked before inclusion in the archive.
org.dspace.workflow.WorkflowManager.step3 = The metadata needs to be checked to ensure compliance with the collection's standards, and edited if necessary.
org.dspace.workflow.WorkflowManager.untitled = Untitled
search.order.asc = Ascending
search.order.desc = Descending
search.results.etal = Authors/record
search.results.order = In order
search.results.perpage = Results/Page
search.results.sort-by = Sort items by
search.sort-by.relevance = Relevance
search.sort-by.title = Title
search.sort-by.dateissued = Issue Date
search.sort-by.dateaccessioned = Submit Date
search.update = Update